
Why do customers invest in a Bench 
Rack Work Station?

Dan Newenhouse – I really like Car-O-Liner Bench Rack Work Station because it has a lift 
and can adjust to any work height. The unit has 360 degree pulling and a jacking system 
that helps in all kinds of ways. When using the measuring system I have upper body 
measuring capabilities. Unlike the Shark system there is no wires or noise issues to worry 
about. The measuring comes with the option to use an app on your phone to watch the 
progress on the pull.

Joe Guiles – We purchased a Car-O-Liner Bench Rack Work Station and traded in our 
Chief. No jumping up and down all day. It lifts higher than a Chief, has removable ramps 
for easier Access and 360 degree pulling. The clamping and measuring are awesome! 
(Traded up from a Chief SR21 and Shark)

Joel Shank - We bought Car-O-Liner Bench Rack Work Station because of all the “OE” 
approvals it has. In our case it made sense to give us a unit that’s approved and easier to 
work than the drive up rack we had. My rep helped me with an excellent product 
analysis. (Traded up from a Chief SR21 and Shark)

Darrel Kramer – I have worked on all kinds of systems in my life. Blackhawk, Chief and 
floor systems. The Car-O-Liner Bench Rack Work Station is just plain awesome. No 
jumping up and down. Better access with the removable ramps. Easy hook up and tons of 
power. I also really like the ability to use my phone to watch and monitor the measuring 
process.

Don VanEck – We purchased two Car-O-Liner Bench Rack Work Stations because our 
employees are valuable to us! It helps to attain and retain the best technicians. They also 
happen to have the most “OE” approvals of any system out there. 



Car-O-Liner Bench Rack loads easily with the push of a button electric pump.

Why you should invest in a 
Bench Rack Work Station?



Car-O-Liner Bench Rack features push of a button electric pump.
It also has removable ramps for easy access to the vehicle.



Car-O-Liner Bench Rack has very adjustable 10 ton pulling towers that are 
easily added as needed complete with 360 degree pulling.



Car-O-Liner Bench Rack is easily used with the Vision computer measuring system. 
Vision X3 allows for smart phone monitoring of the measuring process.



Car-O-Liner Bench Rack allows easy access to repairing all types of vehicles  at any  
working height the technician chooses.



Car-O-Liner Bench Rack allows the technician to add or remove towers easily for 
all sorts of operations and repair procedures.



Car-O-Liner Bench Rack allows the technician to add or remove towers easily for 
all sorts of operations and repair procedures. Shown with the hand eye  smart 

phone application to monitor the measuring process.



Car-O-Liner Bench Rack allows the technician the ability to repair small and large vehicles on the 
same platform, at any given heights to prevent fatigue. 

Technicians are getting older.  When you own a Bench Rack jumping up and down is almost 
eliminated making your technician more productive.



Car-O-Liner Bench Rack allows the technician the ability to repair small and large vehicles on the 
same platform, at any given heights to prevent fatigue. 

After all our technicians are getting older!



You may choose to place your new Bench Rack Workstation inside an in floor 
pit to preserve shop space and increase utilization for even panel 

replacement. It works great for employee retention and eliminates jumping 
up and down.
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Most manufacturers require additional holding along with the pinch weld clamps. EVO fits 
those additional holding requirements you need.
EVO 1 is the basic most used holding and fixturing system.
EVO 2  is a great add on addition for EVO1 when multiple holding and anchoring points are 
needed.
EVO 3 is designed to add fixturing capability for installation of frame rails.

Truck Holding package is designed to grab box, c channel type frame rails. it 
also includes the ability to grab spring perches with positive lock down 

anchoring. The optional storage cart is show on the side.



T 10 & T 11 Clamp accessory packages are second to none in the industry . 
They are an optional item you should consider.



Other “Remarkable” Equipment 
for the Professional

Aluminum Repair Stations

Automatic Spot Welders

Pulse MIG / MAG Welders

Computer Measuring Systems

Dent Pullers


